2.a. The pursuits, interests, or temperament, characteristic of a virtuoso; interest or taste in the fine arts, esp. of a fastidious, finical, dilettante or trifling nature. (1673) 2.b. spec. Excessive attention to technique, or to the production of special effects, in vocal or instrumental music (also transf. in art or literature). (1865) As I had suspected, virtuosity has long been associated with masculinity. Not expected, however: the eighteenth-century association of the term with virtue. Nor the foregrounding of the finicky! Although we have now lost this collision among the obsessive technicians, the prodigal (male) talents, and the agents of virtue, I began to wonder if this playing on words I was doing in an effort to find my footing might offer an excellent chance to reclaim past, and provocative, connections.
When I remember David Bradby, and the help he offered me early in my publishing career, I think much more quickly of virtueof generosity of spirit, of the gifts of time and patiencethan I do of the fastidious, the finicky, and the ferociously self-proud. When I think, in turn, of the artists I admire most right now, I think of these very same things. Some of the very best work around me here in Toronto is being created not by impresarios, but by artist-labourer-mentors who commit as much, if not more, of their time to collaboration and community-building as they do to acting, writing, directing, and creating. In the spirit of the virtues of non-virtuosity, I'd like to introduce you to two of these artists and the organizations they run. Perhaps not surprisingly, they are both women. Capraru insisted the show be staged in the Harbourfront Centre's Brigantine Room, an intimate space that was configured in the round in order to preserve the challenge to witness that the actors perform as they bring to the stage, with pride and also with real struggle, a version of their own stories of survival. The terms she negotiated with the festival ensured that everyone on the cast and crew would be paid the same, competitive salary for both rehearsal and run periods, and guaranteed that the cast would have hotel accommodations paid by World Stage for the duration of its labour Perhaps most crucially, the mentorship Capraru has offered her actors all along the way is evident in the outstanding work they presented each night on tour: neither Umubyeyi nor Jean Paul Uwayezu, the leads who carry this 90-minute two-hander, had ever acted before meeting Capraru.
I realize as I write the above that Capraru may sound a bit like the white woman who went to Africa to bring out the best in the locals. I want to dispel this notion. Capraru is no virtuoso; she is no 'intercultural' impresario. She is both aware of, and actively works to resist, the colonial impulses inherent in her position at Isôko.
She speaks with humility about, and especially in front of, her actors. She readily admitsto me, to them, and to the presshow little she knows, even today, about what they have brought with such force to their shared stage. When things get rough, she consoles them, but they also console and support her. Her role in The Monument, and at Isôko more broadly, is, like Beagan's at NEPA, less as 'director' than as facilitator, enabler, or community builder.
Long may their non-virtuosity reign.
